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CSCI 6268 Notes on Groups and RSA

This stuff is not in our textbooks. These are some rough notes for the lectures we did recently
concerning groups and related notions in number theory and RSA cryptography.

Definition 1 A group is a nonempty set G along with a binary operation ◦. We must have that G
is closed under the operation ◦, and we must have the following three properties:

• Associative Property (for all a, b, c ∈ G, (a ◦ b) ◦ c = a ◦ (b ◦ c)).

• Existence of an identity element (there exists some e ∈ G such that for all a ∈ G, a ◦ e =
e ◦ a = a).

• Inverses for all elements (for all a ∈ G there exists some b ∈ G such that ab = ba = e).

If a group G is also commutative we call G an Abelian group.
Examples of groups are � under addition, � under addition, � under addition. But � under

multiplication is NOT a group (inverses exist only for 1 and −1). If you take � − {0}, you get a
group under multiplication (check this).

Finite Groups. The groups we just mentioned are finite. But there can be finite groups too. The
simplest example is the group G = {0} under addition (check this). But that’s not very interesting.

It turns out that � is a group under addition mod n for any n > 1. We write this group as �n

and its elements are {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}. The inverse of any element a ∈ �n is simply n − a, and the
identity element is 0, of course.

For multiplication in � we have to be careful. If we allow 0 to be in our group we won’t have an
inverse for it, so we must disallow it. If we take the set {1, 2, · · · , p − 1} where p is prime and the
operation is multiplication mod p, we get a group. (We didn’t prove this, but it’s a fact.) We write
this group as �∗

p where the asterisk reminds us that the operation in the group is multiplication.
What happens if we try doing multiplication modulo some composite? Say we try doing multi-

plication mod n for some n > 1. As we saw in class, we have to be careful once more: any number
between 1 and n− 1 that is not relatively prime to n will not have an inverse. Take for example the
element 2 and try to find its inverse mod 4. It doesn’t have one! So when we speak of the group �∗

n

we mean the set {1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 : (i, n) = 1}. Then everything will have an inverse. For example,
�∗

15 = {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14} and the operation is (of course) multiplication mod 15. You can find
all the inverses in this set as a good exercise (we did it in class).

In general, how do you go about finding inverses in �∗
n? Well, for any element a ∈ �∗

n, you need
to find some element b such that ab = 1. You know that (a, n) = 1 by definition of �∗

n. So using
Euclid’s extended algorithm, we find two integers u and v such that au + nv = 1 and u ∈ [1..n − 1]
with (u, n) = 1. We know we will ALWAYS succeed in doing this, though we didn’t have time to
prove it. Now just set b = u and you’re done. That is the inverse of a. And remember, sometimes
a number is its own inverse; for example 14 is the inverse of 14 in the group �∗

15.



How many elements are there in �∗
n? The answer is (of course) the number of elements in the

set {1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 : (i, n) = 1}. So what we’re really asking is how many numbers are there between
1 and n − 1 which are relatively prime to n. This is precisely the definition of φ(n). (This is called
the “Euler totient function.”) A few handy facts about this function:

• If p is prime, then φ(p) = p − 1.

• If p and q are distinct primes then φ(pq) = φ(p)φ(q) = (p − 1)(q − 1)

• If p is prime, then φ(ps) = ps − ps−1. (Notice that this rule implies the first rule above: just
set s = 1. We didn’t present this rule in class, because we’re not going to need it for RSA.)

Lagrange’s Theorem. We had a really famous result in lecture called Lagrange’s Theorem. It
says something like this: let G be a finite group of n elements and with operation ◦. Then for any
a ∈ G, an = a ◦ a ◦ · · · ◦ a (n appearances of a) is equal to e. (Where “e” is the identity element of
the group. If we were in � under addition then e would be 0, for example.)

We did some examples of Lagrange’s Theorem with various groups including �∗
15. You can do

them yourself for additional practice if you like.

Public-Key Cryptography. Suppose Alice and Bob want to send information privately between
each other, but there is some evil adversary trying to learn the content of the communications. If
Alice and Bob share a piece of secret information, called the “key” then this is not too hard. But
without this, it’s quite unclear how they can hope to succeed.

The solution is called Public-Key Cryptography. And the most well-known and widely-used
method is called RSA (after its inventors Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman). Here’s how RSA works:
Alice chooses two primes, p and q and sets n = pq. Alice also selects some number e which is
relatively prime to φ(n) = (p−1)(q−1). She then computes d as the inverse of e in the group �∗

φ(n).
That should be confusing to you; why in this weird group? It will become clear later.

She then publishes to the world the value (e, n). She wants EVERYONE to know this value.
But she guards the value d with her life. No one gets to know this number but Alice.

Now when Bob wishes to send some message (encoded as a number) M ∈ �∗
n, he computes

C = M e mod n and sends this to Alice. When Alice receives C she computes Cd mod n and gets
M , which is Bob’s original message.

There are a couple of things to clear up here. First, how do we know that (Me)d mod n is going
to always be M again? And how do we know that some adversary cannot compute M from just
having the public info (e, n) along with C? And how do we do all this efficiently in software? (Those
modular exponentiations look computationally difficult!) We now address each of these issues.

First, why is (M e)d equal to M in the group �∗
n? This uses some of the rules we have been

working on this week. Let’s go through it. We know that e and d are inverses in a different group:
�∗

φ(n). That means that in � we know ed = 1 + kφ(n) for some k. So what happens when we take
M ed = M1+kφ(n) in the group �∗

n?

M ed = M1+kφ(n)

= M · Mkφ(n)

= M · (Mφ(n))k

= M · 1k

= M.
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Can you see why we said that Mφ(n) = 1 above? It’s Lagrange’s theorem! Remember, φ(n) is
exactly the size of �∗

n, so we must get 1 when we raise ANY group element to that power.
So the method works. Now, why is it secure? Well, that would take us a long time to answer,

but the short answer is that “it is BELIEVED to be as hard to crack RSA as it is to factor n.” And
factoring is believed to be hard when p and q are large primes.

Finally the last question: how do we do these computations quickly on a computer. Everything
is easy except for one part: raising a big number to a big power seems like it would take a long
time. The advantage we have here is that we are doing all arithmetic modulo n, so we can always
keep our intermediate results between 1 and n− 1 if we just keep applying the modulus (we may go
as high as n2 just before we apply the modulus, but no higher than this). Computing Me mod n is
called the “modular exponentiation problem” and we need a way to solve it quickly on a computer.

The trick to compute this stuff fast is called “repeated squaring.” I went over it in lecture,
but I’ll give you an example quickly to remind you how it works: suppose we have to compute
513134 mod 2911. First we convert the exponent into binary: 134 is 100001102 = 27 +22 +21. Then
we begin squaring 513 as needed. Each time we square, we reduce modulo 2911 because we want to
keep the numbers as small as possible for the sake of efficiency.

5131 mod 2911 = 513
5132 mod 2911 = 1179
5134 mod 2911 = 11792 mod 2911 = 1494
5138 mod 2911 = 14942 mod 2911 = 2210

51316 mod 2911 = 22102 mod 2911 = 2353
51332 mod 2911 = 23532 mod 2911 = 2798
51364 mod 2911 = 27982 mod 2911 = 1125

513128 mod 2911 = 11252 mod 2911 = 2251.

Now we’re set up to compute 513134 mod 2911 using the numbers above:

513134 mod 2911 = 51327+22+21
mod 2911

= 513128+4+2 mod 2911
= 513128 · 5134 · 5132 mod 2911
= 2251 · 1494 · 1179 mod 2911
= 1622.

This method is vastly more efficient than trying to compute 513134 mod 2911 by direct means.
But we could do it:

% bc
n = 513^134
n
14312876534254347708236005439153387158141857888266632413677053814466
78466106413785650388051707107085144135834447237365101215481207496429
59097246164667876539907161872489529764802711563611566730260838080909
09277437481754055569946558998306326246379702273716679964291490884194
82156853196197323518424150205818670259116078782137840072919174086583
981864660548090303679489
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n % 2911
1622

But if you tried something like 1712415712921275881999911 mod 99128447125111 even bc would
fail. You would HAVE to use modular exponentiation! (In case you’re interested, the answer is
57233387830710.)
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